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Photo Courtesy: Pixar/IMDb Editor Note: We also compiled a list of the most anticipated films of 2022! Looking back, 2019 really capped out 10 years’ movie valley with a bang. The Megablockbuster sagas that extended years came to an end thanks to Avengers: Endgame and Star Wars: Episode IX—The Rise of Skywalker. Meanwhile, some of the
best films of the decade, like Parasite, and worse — sorry, Cats — made indelible marks in our collective consciousness of pop culture. With some hits like Birds of Prey already in theaters, it's time to look forward. Not only are these exciting images, they are also starting a new decade in cinema. Here are the must-see movies of 2020. A Quiet Place
Part II (Paramount Pictures) | TBD If you had told us five years ago that John Krasinski — a.k.a Jim of The Office — would write, direct and co-star in one of the best horror films of the decade, we would not have believed you. However, the filmmaker praised our expectations completely with A Quiet Place 2018, which stars Krasinski and Emily Blunt
as parents struggling to keep their family alive in a world invaded by monsters who use sound to find their victims. Photo Courtesy: Arturo Holmes/Wire Image images / Getty The cave of this post-apocalyptic world, of course, was that everyone had to remain absolutely quiet at all times, in addition to whispering in a soundproof cellar. The detail
became more than a gimmick: He added an incredible amount of emotions and tension to the story. This year, the sequence is back with sequences of dialogue and action seemingly more than the first movie. Blunt will reprise his role, joined the new colleagues Djimon Hounsou and Cillian Murphy. The original release date was March 20, but now the
release date is TBD. If you saw Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker in IMAX, you were probably treated for aextended to tenet â € ”on top of 25 minutes regular movie previews. At the time, we were a little angry with the film's long prologue, but after seeing the trailer, there is certainly some promise to Tenet, which is the latest offering of Inception
director Christopher Nolan. Photo courtesy: Budrul Chukrut/SOPA Images/LightRocket via Getty Images Filmed for launch in IMAX, 35mm and 70mm, Tenet intends to be a party for the eyes, much like the epic Dunkirk of Nolan's anxiety induction war. The film stars the Golden Globe name John David Washington (BlacKkKlansman) as a secret agent
who is charged with preventing World War III - through time travel. (They are like a standard Nolan, mind-bending premise for us)! Washington is accompanied by a prominent cast including Robert Pattinson, Elizabeth Debicki, Clémence Poésy, Himesh Patel, Kenneth Branagh, Michael Caine and others. Black Widow (Marvel Entertainment/Disney) |

May 1 For some time, Natasha Romanoff, a.k.a Black Widow (Scarlett Johansson) was the only woman on the Avengers team, and she is more than worthy of a stand-alone film. Finally, Marvel (and Disney) is ready to give the ex-KGB-agent-turned-assin-turned-Avenger a chance to shine on its own without playing second violin. Black Widow is a
prequel film, occurring between Captain America 2016: Civil War and Avengers 2018: Infinite War. Photo Courtesy: Black Widow / IMDb In the Civil War, Captain America and Iron Man are divided on the issue of superheroes who need government supervision, which ends in an explosion fight. In the beginning, Romanoff comes across the Iron Man,
but in the end she helps Cap escape and then goes into exile. In the film, Romanoff will join people from his past, including other Black Widow agents (played by Florence Pugh and Rachel Weiss) and Russian super-soldier Red Guardian (David Harbour). Antebellum" April 24 Known for her Grammy-nominated body of music, Janelle Monáe is a a a
athat stands out in all art forms. Since corner, composition and rapping at the time of production, acting and blazing as an activist, Monãáe is a bonafide. Although she has appeared in big movies like Hidden Figures and Oscar Moonlight, Antebellum is the first feature film in which he assumes the lead role. Photo courtesy: Antebellum/ IMDB
Antebellum tells the story of the successful author Veronica Henley (Monãáe), who is suddenly trapped in an â € œTurne's œ œ should find a way to release €. Produced by Sean McKitterick, who supported films such as Get Out and Donnie Darko, antebellum co-star Kiersey Clemons (Hearts Beat Lud), Jena Malone (Bastard Out of Carolina) and Oscar
nominee Gabourey Sidibe (Precious, American Horror Story). The Many Saints of Newark (HBO) | September 25 When the end of the San of the HBO Change of Game Change The Sopranos cut into the middle of the black belt, the bullshit had all kinds of reactions. Some spectators thought the end was brilliant to the fact that life continues, in
addition to the stories of the story â € ”while others were annoyed by the lack of â € œresoluction € €. Although HBO is not going to continue the story of the sopranian Famãlia, there is a last shot, the network is giving the fans a prequel. Photo courtesy: Jose Perez/Bauer-Giffin/GC Images/Getty Images The many saints of Newark takes a padga from
The Godfather's game book: Part II and follows a young Tony Soprano, who is played by the deceased son From James Gandolfini, Michael Gandolfini (The Deuce da HBO). Leslie Odom Jr. (Hamilton), Jon Bernthal (The Walking Dead), Ray Liotta (Goodfellas) and Vera Farmiga (Up in the Air) are just a few of the many talents that can caress the world
of young Tony. Fan £ s can also easily rest knowing that the creator of the San Rie David Chase is ready to produce the crime drama. In the team to Die (Universal on on alecrap a52 a ©Ã meganoipse ed emlif omix³Ãrp etsE lirba ed 01 | Saga of Bond films and features Daniel Craig on his fifth and final ride as the agent of the Mi6 Holder. The film is
being directed by director Cary Joji Fukunaga, whose wide range of work includes Jane Eyre's 2011 adaptation, the acclaimed 2015 drama Beasts of No Nation and the first season of HBO's true detective, who earned her an Emmy for exceptional director. Photo given: Mladen Antonov/AFP via Getty Images behind the scenes, Phoebe Waller-Bridge,
by Phoebe, is co-writing the script. In front of the camera, big names like Ralph Fiennes, Naomie Harris, Ben Whishaw, Jeffrey Wright, Rory Kinnear, Lé A Seydoux and Christoph Waltz reprise their roles. In the film, Bond, formerly known as Agent 007, leaves retirement for a final ride against the opponent SAFIN (an Oscar Rami Malek winner), who
imagines the savior of humanity. This time, Bond joins another agent – €00, Nomi, played by Captain Marvel ", Lashana Lynch. Promising young woman (Focus Feature) | Sundance: January 25; Wide launch: 17 April The thriller of the young promising drama marks the director's debut for writer Emerald Fennell, who is best known as the showrunner
nominated for the BBC's Killing Eve Emmy. The film stars the BAFTA winner Carey Mulligan (an education, the Great Gatsby) as Cassie, who is considered a promising young woman until an undisclosed event unveils her future. Photo Provided: Focus presents/IMDB When the film begins with Cassie, she is perversely cunning, even giving a double
life – but a casual encounter leaves her with the opportunity to change the past. Mulligan's co-stars are numerous and include Bo Burnham, Alison Brie, Clancy Brown, Laverne Cox, Connie Britton and Jennifer Coolidge. After his debut at Sundance, the film obtained a 97% rating at Rotten Tomatoes, with the aggregate sum of the site reporting that
the film is “A boldlyAnd timely thriller ... an auspicious resource ... ... And a career highlight for Mulligan. April 3, based on Marvel's superhern team of the same name, the new mutants promise to lean to the horror of the humanity, helping them to create their own space in a world full of eats like Deadpool and sagas is picas like Avengers. As a spinoff of the X-Men franchise, this team of rags from a point soon focuses on teenage mutants, who, in the midst of discovering their skills, should come out of secret installation where Reference. Courtesy Photo: Estamadiums of the XX/Marvel Entertainment/Disney/IMDB Culle The All-Star cast includes Game of Thrones-Umaisie Williams as Wolfsbane,
a mutant who can become a wolf; Stranger Things - Charlie Heaton as Cannonball, which has the ability to be released by the air; Witch Anya Taylor-Joy as Magik, a teleportation witch; The originals' Blu Caã§am as Danielle Mononstar/Mirage, a mutant who can create illusion; and 13 reasons for Henry defender as a sun stain, a solar power
manipulator. Technically, the new mutants mark the 13th movie of SÃ © Rie X-Men, but this is the first joint project between the stages of the XX SOUND (formerly Fox) and the Marvel Entertainment Brage. After Yang (A24) | TBD, based on Alexander Weinstein's "Goodbye to Yang" tale, after Yang is a scientific fictional drama starring Colin Farrell,
Jodie Turner-Smith and the Predent History Guard Academy a future in which The robative children are sold as babies and focuses on a pair of father and daughter (Farrell and Turner-Smith) who find their robbery, Yang (Min), unanswered. QUITE: PASCAL LE SECRETAIN/GETTY IMAGES If you save a robbery, it's not enough captivating premise for
you, perhaps perhaps the staff of the mere mere. After Yang is directed by Kogonada, the South American filmmaker who is best known for his video essays that analyze the works of well-known directors. Little is known about Kogonada, who is the Banksy of the film world in some ways, but we¢ÃÂÂre confident that his team-up with A24 will yield
wonderful results. The Woman in the Window (20th Century Studios) | May 15 Based on A.J. Finn¢ÃÂÂs novel of the same name, The Woman in the Window is a psychological thriller ¢ÃÂÂ a la Rear Window ¢ÃÂÂ that¢ÃÂÂs being adapted by director Joe Wright (Atonement) and writer Tracy Letts (Bug, August: Osage County). Amy Adams, coming off
incredible performances in HBO¢ÃÂÂs Sharp Objects and the Oscar-nominated Vice, will star as the titular woman. Photo Courtesy: Pascal Le Segretain/Getty Images She is agoraphobe Dr. Anna Fox, who watches the Russell family ¢ÃÂÂ a seemingly perfect family ¢ÃÂÂ through her window. Of course, she sees something she wasn¢ÃÂÂt supposed to
see, and that¢ÃÂÂs when the thrills begin. Adams will be joined by an amazing ensemble cast, which includes Julianne Moore, Anthony Mackie, Gary Oldman and Jennifer Jason Leigh. Nomadland (Fox Searchlight) | TBD Director and screenwriter ChloÃ©Â Zhao¢ÃÂÂs sophomore endeavor, The Rider (2017), is a contemporary Western that nabbed
Independent Spirit Award nominations for both Best Film and Best Director. Currently, Zhao is finishing her directing duties on Marvel¢ÃÂÂs post-Avengers blockbuster, The Eternals, but once the comic book adaptation wraps, she is set to direct Nomadland. Photo Courtesy: Matt Petit/A.M.P.A.S. via Getty Images Based on the book Nomadland:
Surviving America in the Twenty-First Century by Jessica Bruder, the film is slated to be written and directed by Zhao. For those unfamiliar with the source material, Nomadland explores the phenomenon of older workers traveling the U.S. in the wake of the Great Recession, searching for employment and living out of campers. Better yet, Oscarwinner Frances McDormand star in the movie. Scoob! Pictures) | May 15 If you lost the delicious animation series A, called Scooby-Doo-or if you are losing these reruns-then this reboot can be the movie for you. Scooby-Doo and his colleagues Mystery Inc. were reinvented several times, but here they jump to the CGI in what the studios behind the film
Hope will be the first entry into a proposed cinematic universe of Hanna-Barbera. Photo Provided: Scoob! While property adaptations such as crazy races or flantstones are in progress, a Scooby reboot looks the most logical – and the most logical starting point. As a source story, Scoob! will show the audience as Scooby (Frank Welker) met Shaggy
(Will Forte), Velma (Gina Rodriguez), Daphne (Amanda Seyfried) and Fred (Zac Efron). Allegedly, the gang will have to face the dog Ghost-Dog Cerberus, but it is unclear whether enemies like Miner 49er or The Creeper will appear. Wonder Woman 1984 (DC Films/Warner Bros. Pictures) | June 4 Gal Gadot represses his role as Diana, and Patty
Jenkins reprints his role as director of the sequel film Wonder Woman 1984. This team, which brought the audience to the very beloved Wonder Woman of Blocking, is a more well-regarded collaboration than (the extended universe of the DC) Justice League. Needless to say we're excited about this one. Photo Provided: images/lightrocket budrul
chukrut/sopa/lightrocket via getty images shoot at SNL Alum Kristen Wiig as villain Cheetah and some neon malls and the return of Steve Trevor (Chris Pine), and is clearly a Recipe for success. In addition, the Pedro Pascal of Mandalorian will join the fun as the cunning businessman Maxwell Lord. So, how does this movie figure in DCEU? According
to Indiewire, Wonder Woman 1984 is more like an independent film - in the same way as Indiana Jones or [James] Bond" 13 March The British-American drama is never rarely ever written and directed by Eliza Hittman and the stars Sidney Flanigan and Talia Ryder as two Pennsylvania cousins travelling to New York after an unexpected pregnancy. At
the Berlin International Film Festival, the film was in competition for the coveted Golden Bear. Photo Provided: Emily Assiran/Getty Images for Pizza Hut in Sundance, Hittman took home the dramatic Jury Special Jury Award: Neo-realism, but perhaps even more impressive, the film currently has a 100% rating based on 28 reviews about Pruning
Tomatoes. The site consensus of the Review Agregator Site says “Actuated and directed strongly, never rarely ever ever reaffirms the author-director Eliza Hittman as an uncommon filmmaker of sensitivity and grace”. Candyman (Universal Pictures) | June 12 called "Nuanced, effectively creeping the reviewers of Rotten Tomatoes", the 1992
Candyman was based on a Clive Barker tale. In the film, a student at the University of Chicago analyses urban legends and stumbles at Candyman, which supposedly appears, metal hook in hand, if you say his name five times while looking for a mirror. Photo Provided: Paras Griffin/Getty Images for Univeral Pictures Now, the classic horror film is
receiving a sequel, which will star in Star Trek – Tony Todd as the titular legend. Todd will be accompanied by the descendant of Yahya Abdul-Mateen II, dear white-teyonah parris, Misfits-Nathan Stewart-Jarrett and Colman Domingo, from Fear the Walking Dead Fame. In addition to a star cast, Candyman also has incredible talents behind the
camera, including director Nia Dacosta (Little Woods) and writer/producer Jordan Peele (Get Out, USA). Soul (Pixar Animation Studios/Disney) | June 19, perhaps surprisingly, the beloved animation studio Pixar has no one, but two original titlesthe silver screen this year. theWith a modern twist, onward, did not make our list, but shows that Pixar,
which will follow that the sincere and humorous recipe, Pixar is so known to arise. We're more excited about director Pete Docter's soul. Photo courtesy: Pixar Animation Studios/Disney/IMDB The film follows a high school music teacher, Joe Gardner, who dreams of playing in the legendary New York jazz club-the blue note. The soul of Gardner to
separate from his body and earth in the supernatural seminary “You, “€ ”, a center in which souls develop and gain passions. Mike Jones, Kemp Powers and Tina Fey contributed to Docter's script, and our protagonist is voiced by Oscar winner Jamie Foxx. In addition, Fey, Questlove, Phylicia Rashad and Daveed Diggs lend their voices to the soul. In
The Heights (Warner Bros. Pictures) | June 26 Prior to the Hamilton phenomenon, Lin-Manuel Miranda worked on the song and lyrics of the four-time Broadway Musical winner in The Heights. Now, people who have lost the historical musical on stage can see it on the silver screen. For the semaninsecidos, at the heights it occurs for three days,
cataloging the stories of the Hispanic-American personnel living in the Washington Heights neighborhood of New York. Photo courtesy: Jose Perez/Bauer-Griffin/GC/Getty The narrator of the story is USNAVI de la Vega (Anthony Ramos), a Bodega owner created by Abuela Claudia, the matriarchal €TM neighborhood. Usnavi falls in love with Vanessa
(Melissa Barrera de Vida), who works in the hall of Daniela. The pair dreams of leaving the neighborhood - Vanessa dreams of providing an apartment in the city center, while USNAVI wants to move to the Dominican Republic. Many Latinx stars make up the set, including Stephanie Beatriz (Brooklyn 99), Dascha Polanco (Orange is the new black) and
Jimmy Smits (NYPD Blues, West Wing). Annette (Amazon Studios) |Looking forward to pursuing Oscar Gold, Amazon Studios is supporting Annette, a musical film that marks the rag of English director frank director Leos Carax. The film focuses on a couple working in the arts. Oscar winner Marion Cotillard (La Vie en Rose, Infction) plays a world
famous singer and the Adam Driver gym candidate (Story: The Last Jedi) plays a provocative stand-up comedian. Courtesy Photo: Mustafa Yalcin/Anadoli Agenda via Getty Images The Couples's Life gives a return when her 2 -year -old daughter reveals a gift. Other than that, little is known about the movie. Still, we are happy to vain in the document
for 2020. Unfortunately, the movie was trapped in Limbo. Rooney Mara and Rihanna were initially in negotiations to star in the film, but were replaced by Michelle Williams - which was eventually replaced by Cotillard. Meanwhile, the production has stopped due to the rigorous schedule of driver's stars' war filming. Guy Free (20th Century Fox
Studios) | July 3 How Can Ryan Reynolds accompany Deadpool 2 and Detective Pikachu? Well, Free Guy is his last attempt to mix scientific fiction/ace with a shadowy day and the trailer seems promising. At least it looks much more promising than other days -based days, such as Adam Sandler's 2015 movie. The film takes place in an open world game
called Free City-Accho that Fortnite knows the Grand Theft Auto-E follows Guy (Reynolds), a character that is not the game that works in a bank. Courtesy Photo: Jessica Rinaldi/The Boston Globe via Getty Images after a way developed by programmers Milly (killing Eve '' S Jodi Eat) and Keys (Stranger Things' Joe Keery) is introduced to the games by
editor Antoine (Taika Waiti, , Director of Thor: Ragnarok), Reynold's character becomes conscious. That is, he realizes that he is in a game and takes to become a genuine herson - before the developers close the free city. Here you are waiting for grass is at least better than the last film Reynolds and Waititi worked on together ¢ÃÂÂ 2011¢ÃÂÂs
universally panned Green Lantern. Zola (A24) | Sundance: January 24; Wide Release: TBD Writing for Teen Vogue, Jameelah Nasheed reported that ¢ÃÂÂZola the film is just as mind-blowing to watch as it was to scroll tweet by tweet when the story first captivated the internet back in 2015.¢ÃÂÂ Yes, you read that correctly. The film, which is directed
by Janicza Bravo and co-written by Broadway¢ÃÂÂs Jeremy O. Harris, is based on A¢ÃÂÂZiah King¢ÃÂÂs viral, 144-tweet Twitter thread. Photo Courtesy: Sundance Film Festival/IMDb ¢ÃÂÂYou wanna hear a story about why me & this b-tch here fell out? It¢ÃÂÂs kind of long but full of suspense,¢ÃÂÂ King tweeted. ¢ÃÂÂOkay, listen up. This story
long. So, I met this white b-tch at Hooters¢ÃÂ¦Â¢ÃÂÂ What follows is a cross-country roadtrip that goes south ¢ÃÂÂ and becomes a woman¢ÃÂÂs fight for survival. In 2015, the viral thread caught the attention of everyone from Solange Knowles to Ava DuVernay ¢ÃÂÂ and the film version has already become the talk of Sundance. Memoria (Neon) |
TBD Thai director and screenwriter Apichatpong Weerasethakul is set to make his English-language debut with Memoria. Although not much is known about the plot of the film, we¢ÃÂÂre still excited ¢ÃÂÂ Weerasethakul is a highly accomplished director. His feature film Uncle Boonmee Who Can Recall His Past Lives, won the Cannes Film
Festival¢ÃÂÂs Palme d¢ÃÂÂOr prize in 2010, while his earlier feature, Tropical Malady, nabbed Cannes¢ÃÂÂ jury prize in 2004. Photo Courtesy: Andreas Rentz/Getty Images According to the Independent, the film will delve into ¢ÃÂÂcolonial history and how collective memory can lead to fear.¢ÃÂÂ Shot mainly in Colombia, Memoria will star Oscarwinner Tilda Swinton, who is already known for collaborating with auteurs on projects like Oscar nominee Luca Guadagnino¢ÃÂÂs Suspiria (2018), BAFTA winner Wes Anderson¢ÃÂÂs The Grand Hotel (2014) and four times winner of the Oscar Bong Joon-Hoâ € ™ s snowpiercer (2013). The Eternals (Marvel Entertainment/Disney) | November 6
Marvel did not give up many details when it comes to the movie The Eternals of Chloã © Zhao, which will help open the new phase of the Marvel (MCU) Pu³s Avengers: Endgame Universe. In the comics, the eternal are a bunch of humanity that is an unfolding of the evolutionary process that created the conscious life of the earth. Courtesy photo:
Alberto E. Rodriguez / Getty Images for Disney via IMDB the heavenly alienãgenas, responsible for the creation of life on Earth, intended for the eternal to be protectors of the planet. These immortal beings leave to hide to ward off their evil, the devants. So, where were these eternal during Avengers: Endgame? This continues to be explained.
However, we are excited for this blockbuster, which star Gemma Chan, Richard Madden, Kumail Nanjiani, Lauren Ridloff, Brian Tyree Henry, Salma Hayek, Lia Mchugh, Don Lee, Barry Keoghan, Kit Harington and Angelina Jolie. Happiest Season (Sony Pictures) | November 25 Known for Her Starring Role in the Queer Cult Classic But Iâ € ™ M
Cheerleader, Clea Duvall wrote and directed his first feature film, The Intervention, in 2016. This debut in the direction concentrated on Varios Couples, one of whom was a gay couple. For his Sophomore effort, Duvall is intended to make the LGBTQ+ representation a focal point. Photo COUrtesy: Rachel Murray/Getty Images for Hulu Happiest
Season Stars Queer Icon Kristen Stewart and Mackenzie Davis â € ”that starred in Black Mirror's Emmy-Winning Â € . Stewart's character plans to propose to Davis's character, but things unveil a little when it turns out that Davis's character still left exactly for his Famãlia. Seeing a queer novel on the big screen is still rare ♫ it's a ♫ it's a ♫ T fo
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